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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper deals with two related topics.  The first is the 

influence of variables under the control of the 
teacher/administrator on simulation outcomes.  It contends that 
many teacher-controlled variables have considerable influence 
in simulations and this influence should be further studied. The 
second topic is reflection, which is part of the learning process.  
This paper explores this important aspect of learning, divides 
the reflection process into four sub-processes, argues that 
teacher/administrators can influence how and how much 
students reflect on their simulation experience, and explores the 
potential for undertaking research on the relationship between 
reflection and simulation outcomes.  

 
TEACHER/ADMINISTRATOR INFLUENCE 

 
Many scholars contend that teacher/administrators have 

considerable influence over the process and outcomes in 
simulations. For example Christopher (1999, pg. 453) stated,   “ 
at the end of the day, what players take away will be defined by 
my situational behavior as game leader. The way I present, 
direct and debrief the game will affect participants` responses 
critically, no matter what the actual content of the game may 
be.”  Garis, Ahlers, and Driskell (2002, pg 458) proposed 
instructional content as an important input variable in the 
learning process and contended, “To the extent that we pair 
game features with appropriate instructional content, we can 
harness these motivational forces to achieve desired learning 
outcomes.” 

In 1999, John Washbush and I wrote an S&G anniversary 
article reviewing our teaching styles.  We pointed out that our 
teaching styles differed, that John’s students showed higher 
learning scores than mine (on a test that we both give to our 
simulation students), and that our teaching style differences 
might have been responsible for the learning score differences.  
We concluded that teaching style/behavior probably has great 
influence on the degree to which students learn when playing a 
simulation. At that time, we said, 

“We believe that behavior, design, and 
atmosphere variables, both singly, and in 
combination, probably produce unique and 
substantial effects on student learning in 
simulation experiences.  Many of these design 
features are difficult to specify and measure, 
but that should not stop us from identifying 
methods and environments that enhance 

learning.  There is great potential benefit that 
should accrue from such investigations. After 
all, learning is why we are involved with 
simulations in the first place.  There are few 
more valuable research results than those 
showing how students can more effectively 
learn” (Gosen and Washbush, 1999, pp. 201-
202). 

 
We then offered 15 variables under control of the 

instructor/administrator which are likely to affect outcomes 
(especially learning) in the simulation.  In my research for this 
article I’ve discovered two more variables for the list and took 
one out.  Below is the list of 16. 

 
1) Instructional intent in choosing a simulation.  

Wolfe and Roge' (1997) have argued that choice of 
game should be consistent with teaching objectives and 
students' levels of knowledge and sophistication.  
Aspects of games worthy of consideration include 
functional-area integration potential, the strategic 
management knowledge base, and analytic methods to 
be utilized. 

 
2) Instructor behaviors in introducing the 

simulation.  These include whether proper explanations 
of the purposes and the unique features of the 
simulation are provided to players before the game 
begins (Pimentel, 1995), the extent to which the 
mechanics of the simulation are introduced before play 
begins (Wheatley, 1994), and how much game-content 
information players receive before playing (Hill and 
Lance, 2002) 

 
3) The amount and form of practice experienced by 

players before the game.  For example, we are aware 
that Tim Scott of Mankato State University and the 
senior author of MICROMATIC (Scott, et al., 1992) 
uses a non-competitive, individualized  version of 
his simulation before students begin to play the 
competitive version in teams.  

 
4) Player objectives under administrator control.  

These objectives might reflect a competitive standard, 
for example accumulated profits, or some measure of 
excellence, for example organizational stability or 
quality (Rausch, 1995).  
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5) The instructor’s role.  Wolfe (1990) has argued 

that business games are invariably accompanied by a 
more labor-intensive effort on the part of the instructor.  
In his ABSEL Guide article (Wolfe, 1990), he cites 
research showing simulation performance gains with 
increases in active guidance on the part of the 
instructor, and Wolfe himself (Wolfe1975) found that 
learning was enhanced when the instructor took an 
active role. 

 
6) Number of office hours available for student 

help (Affisco, 1994) 
 

7) The degree to which the instructor helps the 
students process the experience, i.e., helps them 
discover what they are learning (Lederman, 1994) and 
(Keys, 1994). 

 
8) Features of the game.  These include the 

proximity of competitors to each other and to the game 
administrator(s) (Rausch, 1995), game duration (Wolfe, 
1990), timing for starting the game (Anderson and 
Lawton, 2003), and game complexity, in terms of 
decisions per round, words in the players manual, and 
the size of the simulation program(Wolfe, 1990). Wolfe 
(1990) cited three relevant studies involving 
complexity: one (Wolfe, 1978) indicating a positive 
relationship between game complexity and learning, the 
other two (Butler, Pray and Strang, 1979 and Raia, 
1966) showing no relationship between game 
complexity and learning. 

 
9) The context of the game and the degree to which 

it is integrated with the course or the training session of 
which it is a part (Goodman, 1995; Snow, Gehlen, and 
Green, 2002; Walford, 1995).   Snow, Gehlen, and 
Green (2002) compared a MBA section in which the 
game was integrated with the rest of the course with 
one in which the game was administered as an exercise 
separate from other features of the course. Students in 
the integrated section had more positive attitudes 
towards their experience than students in the separated 
section. 

 
10) The degree to which “external interventions” 

(Green, Mcquaid, and Snow, 2002) are integrated into 
the simulation experience.  These include strikes 
(Green, Mcquaid, and Snow, 2002), potentially 
unethical purchasing opportunities (Biggs, 1995, 
Rausch, 1995), group-dynamics-oriented interventions 
(Biggs, 1995), opportunities for buying comprehensive 
insurance (Green, Mcquaid, and Snow, 2002), and 
reviews by regulators (Green, Mcquaid, and Snow, 
2002). 

11) Percent of grade allocated to game 
performance.  Keys and Wolfe (1990) suggest this as a 
potential factor for influencing game outcomes. They 
cite one  study by Wolfe and Roberts (1985-86) that 

found no correlation between learning levels and grade 
weights. 

 
12)  Team characteristics including size and 

composition.  Regarding size, Keys and Wolfe (1990) 
cited a study by Wolfe and Chacko (1983) which 
indicated that learning levels were highest for students 
in three or four person teams.  Regarding composition, 
some administrators assign team membership 
randomly, some allow players to choose their own 
teammates, and other try to spread skills and major.  

 
13) Analytic aids. These are systems that help 

students analyze their data and help them project their 
team’s potential performance into the future.  An 
example would be an expert system  (Rausch, 1995). 

 
14) Financial indices used for scoring.  Dickinson 

(2003) has pointed out that different games have 
different built-in options for assessing player 
performance and that administrators have choices as to 
which of those options and how many to use. Most use 
returns to grade players, but some use more obscure 
options such as employee compensation or bond rating. 

 
15) The way players are assessed in addition to 

game performance scores.  The following have been 
identified as supplemental methods (to game 
performance) to assess player performance: Peer 
assessment of player contribution (Anderson and 
Lawton, 1992; Biggs, 1995), a paper analyzing the 
team’s performance (Anderson and Lawton, 1992; 
Biggs, 1997; Knotts and Keys, 1997; Keys, 1994), an 
oral presentation on the team’s performance (Anderson 
and Lawton, 1992; Biggs, 1997, Knotts and Keys, 
1997), a written plan (Anderson and Lawton, 1992), a 
test on rules and procedures (Anderson and Lawton, 
1992), and the ability to predict the results of a decision 
(Anderson and Lawton, 1992).     

 
16) The debriefing of the simulation experience, 

the debriefing session’s length, content and degree of  
structure.  This is a key issue according to many authors 
including Cavanagh (1994), Sanders (1994), and 
Thiagarajan (1994).  Both Sanders (1994) and 
Cavanagh(1994) wonder about how to debrief 
correctly, but provide no suggestions. 

 
Note that some of scholarship cited above includes 

empirical research.  Just from these few studies in the above 16 
paragraphs, we have empirical evidence that learning levels are 
higher for students in three or four person teams (Wolfe and 
Chacko, 1983), that learning (Wolfe, 1975) and simulation 
performance (Wolfe, 1990) increase with increases in active 
guidance on the part of the instructor, and that students have 
more positive attitudes towards their simulation experience when 
the simulation in integrated into the rest of the course than when 
the simulation is separated (Snow, Gehlen, and Green,2002).   
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It is beneficial to perform research studying the influence of 

instructor-controlled variables.  All of the above variables are 
under control by the teacher/administrator, which should make 
undertaking research easier. Because these independent variables 
are easy to control, results emerging from studies are likely to be 
relatively clear.  If we are interested in discovering the 
influences on outcomes in simulations, studying the impact of 
teacher/administrator controlled variables is a great start, in that 
doing so can help us to identify methods and environments that 
enhance learning.  As John Washbush and I have said  (Gosen 
and Washbush, 1999) in 1999, “there is great potential benefit 
that should accrue from such investigations. After all, learning is 
why we are involved with simulations in the first place.”  
Furthermore using teacher/administrator-controlled variables is 
feasible for cross-institutional research, which is beneficial 
because we can begin to generalize what enhances simulation 
outcomes across universities and not limit our conclusions to one 
school.  

 
REFLECTION 

 
The rest of this paper focuses on reflection. Reflection is a 

part of the overall learning process, a process that for Kolb 
(1984) includes active experimentation, concrete experience, 
reflective observation, and abstract conceptualization.  
According to Thiaragajan (1994) reflection is a key component 
of the learning process. “People don’t learn from the 
experience…They learn from reflecting on the experience” (pg. 
523).  Bowen (1987) also believes that reflection is important, 
but the process for him involves more than just reflecting.  It 
involves both analysis on the part of the learner and input from 
an instructor/expert.  From a review of the experiential literature, 
he suggests that learning has greater impact when accompanied 
by adequate processing time and a clear summary providing a 
cognitive map for understanding the experience (pg. 197).  So 

borrowing from Bowen (1987), in a simulation, the reflection 
process involves the following overlapping sub-processes: 1) the 
learner/player receiving feedback in the form of results from 
decisions, 2) a contemplation process in which results are taken 
in, 3) a debriefing procedure in which contemplations are 
discussed with teammates, other industry players, and/or the 
teacher/administrator, and 4) an analysis/thinking process in 
which contemplations are organized into plans, reports, and/or 
conclusions. The overall construct, reflection, combines Kolb’s 
reflective observation and abstract conceptualization, in that it 
involves observing behavior and results, contemplating, perhaps 
discussing, and formulating ideas on the basis of the 
contemplation and discussion. 

The following paragraphs focus on the four sub-processes of 
the reflection process and on accompanying simulation-related 
literature.  It is relatively clear from this literature that 
instructors/administrators have considerable control over how 
and how much learners attend to these sub-processes.  For each 
sub-process, I will refer to articles written on the sub-process 
and ways in which features of the sub-process can vary as a 
result of instructor/administrator control. 

 
THE SUB-PROCESSES 

 
Feedback.  The first part of the process involves receiving 

feedback. Feedback is receiving results from action taken.  In 
virtually all the computerized simulations I know of, players 
receive feedback after each decision round.  Although many 
authors stress the importance of feedback (see Peach and 
Roberts, 2003 for a review), few discuss or imply how feedback 
can vary.  Those that do include Fujita and Murahura F&M 
(2000), Gentry and Burns G&B (1983), Peach and Roberts P&R 
(2003), and Rosenthal and Werner R&W (1992).  Exhibit 1 
contains a list of ways the feedback process can vary as a result 
of instructor influence. 

 
Exhibit 1: Ways in which instructors/administrators can vary the feedback process 

Whether the instructor is involved P&R 
Whether the instructor adds interpretation to results G&B  
Consistency from one period to the next P&R 
Timeliness P&R 
Degree to which reports are required on the basis of feedback F&M 
Degree to which the students must actively analyze on the basis of feedback F&M 
Whether feedback is provided in a setting where debriefing occurs R&W 

author citation in bold 
 

 
Exhibit 2: Ways in which instructors/administrators can vary a journal assignment 

Frequency of journal entry McD K&K 
Amount of structure T 
Frequency in which journals are turned in K&K  
Whether or not journals are mandatory K&K 
Limits on journal length K&K 

author citation in bold 
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Contemplation. This term does not frequently appear in the 
pedagogical literature. I use ‘contemplation’ here as the sub-
process or component, so as not to confuse with the broader 
construct ‘reflection’, which is a major focus of this article. So 
for this article, reflection is the construct; contemplation is the 
sub-process. 

Contemplation by itself is a mental activity; therefore it 
would seem hard to concretize.  The one way that contemplation 
has been operationalized is with journals.  Taylor (1998) argues 
that keeping a journal means writing and by writing one learns. 
Knotts and Keys (1997) agree and say journals prompt players to 
think through their activities, which insures greater learning.  
Knotts and Keys K&K (1997), McDevitt McD (2000), and 
Taylor T (1998) are among the authors that write about both 
reflection (in the narrow sense) and players keeping journals. 
Exhibit 2 contains a list of the ways in which keeping journals 
while playing a simulation can vary as a result of instructor 
influence. 

Debriefing. Although there have been other definitions, 
(See, Markulus and Strang, 2003), this paper defines debriefing 
narrowly as consisting of an oral interchange or discussion that 
helps to shed light on an experience.  Lederman (1984) defines it 
as an oral student-teacher question-and-answer session to guide 
students through the reflective process, and Harry (1971) also 
suggests that debriefing includes a debriefing ‘session.’  For  
Markulus and Strang, (2003), debriefing is not feedback. 

The exact nature and form of debriefing varies. The 
following authors write about debriefing and suggest or imply 
ways in which debriefing can vary:  Dutton D (1979), Hunsaker 
H (1978), Knots and Keys K&K (1997), Markulus and Strang, 
M&S (2003), Rosenthal and Werner R&W (1992), Warrick 
Wa(1978), and Wolfe Wo (1990).  The ways in which these 
authors suggest instructors can vary debriefing is contained in 
exhibit 3.  

Analysis. The last component of the reflection construct is 
the analysis that comes after contemplation.  It involves thinking 
and the formulation of the conclusions that result from thinking.  
If this part of the learning process takes place during the game, 
planning and predictions emerge from the analysis and thinking. 
If this part of the learning process takes place at the end of a 
simulation, conclusions or summations emerge.   

I’m not aware of any scholar who focuses on this part of the 
learning process, as a learning process.  On the other hand, some 
do write about the kind of reports that can students can produce 
as a result of analysis. These writers include Anderson and 
Lawton A&L (1992), Biggs B (1997), Comers and Nichols 
C&N (1994), DiBattista DiB (1986), Faria and Nulton F&N 
(1974), Knots and Keys K&K (1997), and Zalatan Z (2000). 
Exhibit 4 lists the ways in which the results of analysis can vary 
as a result of instructor influence given the ideas of the above 
authors. 

 
Exhibit 3: Ways in which instructors/administrators can vary debriefing 

Format (e.g., stock holders’ meetings and press conferences) R&W  Wo 
Amount of structure M&S  Wa 
Use of technology M&S 
Whether experts are used K&K  M&S  R&W  
Whether there is an evaluatory purpose M&S 
Degree to which debriefing is linked to instructor specified content or skills       D  Hu  Wa 
Whether debriefing includes feedback from and for every participant D 
Degree of planning Wa 
Degree to which and ways in which participant contribution is encouraged Hu 
Whether debriefing occurs between decision making periods R&W 

author citation in bold 
 

 
 

Exhibit 4: Ways in which instructors/administrators can vary the outcomes of analysis 
Types of reports A&L F&N 
Whether graded (sometimes oral presentations are not) K&K 
Grade weights A&L 
Whether non-class members are involved in assessment or as observers K&K  B 
Comprehensiveness of reports Z 
Whether repeated or one time only F&N  Z 
Whether reports cover other parts of the course and other courses as well as the simulation Z 
Degree to which requirements are structured C&N Z 
Whether students are required to turn in reports  DiB 

author citation in bold 
“Reports” includes presentations, conclusions, and plans 
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DISCUSSION REGARDING REFLECTION 
AND CONCLUSION 

 
These sub-processes probably overlap.  People receive 

information, process some, come to conclusions, process more, 
receive more information, think, change conclusions, and go 
back and forth between receiving, processing, and concluding.  
In addition, some of the authors who write about the reflection 
construct write as if the overlap exists. For example, Bruce’s 
(2001) focal topic is refection, but in his article he seems to be 
measuring not reflection but how long it takes students to 
analyze and predict.  In addition to assessing reports, Biggs’s 
(1997) board of directors participates in a debriefing session. 
Wolfe’s (1990) paragraph that begins by focusing on the 
importance of feedback contains suggestions for debriefing.  
Fujita and Murahura (2000) and Rosenthal and Werner (1992) 
both contend that their feedback system is an effective 
debriefing tool, and Fujita and Murahura (2000) argue that the 
feedback allows students to establish plans. 

A few of the above papers report research results.  Comer 
and Nichols (1994) found that students gave the course higher 
ratings when the requirements for the reports were more 
structured.  Bruce (2001) found that time spent in the 
reflection/analysis process decreased over the course of the game 
to a greater degree for high performing teams than low 
performing teams.  DiBattista (1986) found that a group required 
to turn in an assignment scored higher on an achievement test 
than a group given the same assignment but not required to turn 
it in.  Unfortunately, of the papers that deal with the reflection 
process, the above three are among the few that report empirical 
research.  However, the fact that these studies have been 
performed supports the argument that such research is feasible. 

 Above I broke the reflection construct into components and 
showed how many of the specific aspects of the process could be 
manipulated by the instructor/administrator (IA) in the 
simulation to affect outcomes.  For example, whether IA’s 
interpreted quarterly results for students could influence 
outcomes in a simulation, as could the quantity of required input 
by students in a debriefing session, as could the degree of 
structure required for annual report submission. 

The variables that influence simulation outcomes need not 
be the ones depicted above, and they need not be as specific or 
tied to a particular refection sub-process. Researchers could 
study the influence of variables that are properties of the entire 
reflection process rather than just a component of it.  For 
example one could study the influence of structure.  In one 
condition, feedback, debriefing, and report requirements could 
be highly structured while in another condition, feedback, 
debriefing, and report requirements could be less structured. One 
could also study the degree to which the reflection is a creative 
process for students. In one condition, assignments could require 
students to undertake analysis and create documents.  In another 
condition the reflective process might be more passive, with 
students listening to instructor interpretation and responding to 
already-developed specific questions. 

Studying the influence of teacher-controlled reflection-
related variables is an area ripe for cross-institutional research. 

There’s no reason why our research results must be unique to 
one university. For example, instructor A at university A and 
instructor B at university B could debrief with a structured 
format and require reports following strict guidelines, while 
instructor A at university B and instructor B at university A 
could debrief with an unstructured formant and require reports 
with less structured guidelines.  As I said above, cross-
institutional research is beneficial because we can begin to 
generalize what enhances simulation outcomes across 
universities and not limit our conclusions to one school. 

Reflection is a construct that covers learning from 
immediately after the experience to just before what Kolb (1984) 
calls active experimentation.  This paper contends that reflection 
contributes considerably to learning and that in the simulation, 
variables in the reflection process can be significantly influenced 
by the teacher/administrator (IA).  If reflection contributes 
significantly to overall learning, and if reflection variables are 
easily controlled by IAs, then it should be both easy and 
achievable to undertake the research to discover variables that 
influence learning in the simulation.   
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